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ABSTRACT
We determine the asymptotic symmetry group of Killing horizons by choosing Gaussian
null coordinates in the neighbourhood of the horizon and boundary conditions that respect
the leading order terms in the metric. The analysis divides naturally into the two cases
of subextremal and extremal horizons. In general, we nd rather involved asymptotic
symmetry generators that nevertheless involve supertranslations and Killing vectors on the
compact horizon. The most striking observation is the dierence in the dependence on the
coordinate along the horizon; we relate this to the redshift eect for subextremal horizons.
We consider the spherically symmetric case as a special and illuminating example.
1 Introduction
Identifying special properties and structures of black hole horizons is considered to be an
important step in solving long-standing problems in black hole physics. The appearance
of Virasoro symmetries in the near-horizon geometry of extreme black holes has lead to
arguments along the lines of Brown and Henneaux [1] regarding the countability of black
hole microstates and the relation to conformal eld theory states (see e.g. Refs. [2{4]).
Following Hawking, Perry and Strominger [5,6], much recent attention has focused on the
black hole information paradox and its possible clarication using asymptotic symmetries
(see Refs. [5,6] and references therein). Following Refs. [5,6], the majority of the literature on
this subject has proceeded its investigations by either assuming or arguing for the existence
of the full BMS symmetry group on the horizon of a black hole, or at least its Abelian
subgroup comprising supertranslations [7{17].
In this paper, we determine the asymptotic symmetry group at the horizon of an arbi-
trary four-dimensional black hole 1, much in the same way as the BMS symmetry group is
generally derived for asymptotically at spaces: for any asymptotically at space, one can
choose Bondi coordinates (u; r; xI) in which the metric takes a Bondi-Sachs form [19, 20].
The Bondi coordinates are so chosen such that for large values of the null radial coordinate
r, the metric approaches at space. 2 The asymptotic symmetry group, the BMS group, is
then found by nding asymptotic isometry generators such that the asymptotic form of the
metric remains preserved, i.e. the metric remains asymptotically at.
Whereas for asymptotically at solutions the background about which one is to perform
an asymptotic symmetry analysis of the type described above is clear, this is not so for back
hole spaces as one approaches their horizon. The geometry near a black hole horizon is not,
in general, Ricci-at. Nor is there a peeling property (see e.g. [23]) of the sort that exists
as one approaches asymptotic null innity for black hole horizons. One option would be to
perform such an analysis for each black hole horizon individually, say for the horizon of a
Schwarzschild black hole, with the background metric chosen as the Schwarzschild metric
to leading order at the horizon [24, 25]. However, it would be more satisfactory to be able
to make a general statement about any black hole horizon.
1As opposed to the case of asymptotic atness, where the BMS group does not exist in higher dimensions
[18], for the horizon, very similar results can be derived in higher dimensions. However, for clarity, here, we
focus our attention on four-dimensional black holes.
2This rather vague-seeming statement can be made mathematically precise by appealing to Penrose's
conformal compactication [21,22].
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Assuming the horizon to be Killing, one can always introduce Gaussian null coordinates
(v; r; xI) in the neighbourhood of the horizon [26, 27], which is the null surface at fr = 0g,
such that the metric takes a universal form depending on whether the horizon is bifurcate
(n = 1 in the metric below) (subextremal) or not (n = 2 in the metric below)
ds2 = L(x)2
h
  rnF (r; x)dv2 + 2dvdr
i
+ IJ(r; x)

dxI   rhI(r; x)dv

dxJ   rhJ(r; x)dv

:
(1.1)
We take this metric to dene the background space on which we perform our asymptotic
symmetry analysis. Moreover, we choose boundary conditions for the metric components
that preserve the leading order components in the metric. Thus, any black hole that lies
within a class in which the leading order components of the metric are the same, has a
particular asymptotic symmetry group at the horizon shared by all black holes in the same
class. This contrasts, for example, with the analysis of Refs. [28, 29], where they assume
weaker boundary conditions and, therefore, obtain a larger symmetry group. In general,
for both extremal and subextremal horizons, we nd supertranslations at the horizon, in
agreement with previous such analyses [16,24,25,28{31].
We consider the two cases of extremal and subextremal horizons separately. For extremal
horizons we nd that the asymptotic symmetry generator is of the form
 =

f(x) + g(x)v + h(x)v2

@v + 
I@I
+

^r(x)  (g + 2h v) r  
Z
dr

2   @ logL+ rhI@I(f + gv + hv2)

@r; (1.2)
where
I = I(x) + I(x)v   L2@J(f + gv + hv2)
Z
dr IJ : (1.3)
Hence, we have four x-dependent functions f; g; h and ^r and two vectors I and Killing
vector I on the compact space given by coordinates xI . The Killing vector I and h
are given in terms of ^r, see equations (2.19) and (2.23), which is itself constrained by
two linear equations, (2.24) and (2.26). Moreover, ^r, g and I solve two further linear
equations, (2.25) and (2.27). Importantly, function f is arbitrary and is most identiable as
a supertranslation on the horizon. In summary, we have at most three independent function
f; g and ^r, which generates Killing vectors I , and a vector I .
On the other hand, for a subextremal horizon, with non-zero surface gravity , the
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asymptotic symmetry generator is of the form
 =

f(x)e v + g(x) + h(x)ev

@v + 
I@I
+

(x) ev +
1
2
 
f(x)e v   h(x)ev r   Z dr 2   @ logL+ rhI@Iv @r; (1.4)
where
I = Y I(x) + 2 ev

~hI   L2!IJ@J

  L2@Jv
Z
dr IJ (1.5)
with ~hI(x) and !IJ the leading order terms in the r expansions of h
I and IJ , respectively.
This time we have four x-dependent functions f; g; h and  and a Killing vector Y I : Function
h is given in terms of ; equation (2.40), which is in turn constrained by two linear equations,
(2.37) and (2.42). Moreover, the Killing vector Y I and g satisfy a linear equation, (2.41). As
before, f(x) is an arbitrary function and can most easily be identied with supertranslations
on the horizon.
The most striking dierence with the extremal case is the dierence in the v-dependence
of the generators, as has also been observed in Ref. [29]. Whereas, for the extremal case the
asymptotic symmetry generators have a polynomial dependence on v, for the subextremal
case the dependence is exponential.
The above expressions give the asymptotic symmetry generators for the most general
horizons. However, as mentioned earlier, due to the boundary conditions chosen, we can
dene an asymptotic symmetry group for each class of horizons sharing the same leading
order metric components in Gaussian null coordinates. Specialising to spherically symmet-
ric backgrounds, as well as assuming that ~hI , the leading order term in the r expansion
of hI , vanishes, gives us a class of horizons that includes the Reissner-Nordstrom (and
Schwarzschild) family of black holes. In this case, apart from the distinct v-dependence
discussed earlier, the asymptotic symmetry groups for both the extremal and subextremal
horizons are generated by a constant c, a supertranslation f(x) and the three Killing vectors
Y I on the round 2-sphere.
In section 2, we derive the asymptotic symmetry generators for a general horizon, treat-
ing the two cases of subextremal and extremal horizons separately. In section 3, we give
a partial physical explanation of the strikingly dierent v-dependence in the two cases by
observing that the v-dependence of the asymptotic symmetry generator for the subextremal
case is the same as the well-known redshift factor that one encounters when approaching a
bifurcate horizon. There is no such eect for extremal horizons. In section 4, we consider
as an example the case of spherically symmetry, leading to a very simple statement for the
asymptotic symmetry group. Finally, we end with some discussions in section 5.
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2 Asymptotic symmetries at the horizon
Before we consider the horizon, let us recall briey how one nds the asymptotic symmetry
group of asymptotically at spaces. For any asymptotically at space, we may introduce
Bondi coordinates (u; r; xI = f; g) [19,20], such that the metric takes the form
ds2 =  Fe2du2   2e2dudr + r2hIJ(dxI   CIdu)(dxJ   CJdu); (2.1)
The metric functions satisfy the following fall-o conditions for large r:
lim
r!1 r(F   1) = ~F (u; x); limr!1 r
2 = ~(u; x);
lim
r!1 r
2CI = ~CI(u; x); lim
r!1 r(hIJ   !IJ) = ~hIJ(u; x); (2.2)
where the 2-dimensional space given by metric !IJ is the standard metric on the round unit
sphere. Moreover, we can always choose a gauge in which
h  det(hIJ) = ! = sin : (2.3)
Now, we nd the asymptotic symmetry by imposing that the variation of the metric
under the generators of the asymptotic symmetry group respect the form of the metric and
the gauge choices. These conditions imply that
 = u@u +

Y I +
Z
dr
e2
r2
hIJrJu

@I   r
2
 rII   CIrIu @r; (2.4)
u = f +
u
2
rIY I ;
where rI is a covariant derivative associated with metric !IJ . The u and r-independent
function f(z; z) is called a supertranslation, while the conformal Killing vectors on the
2-sphere, Y I , generate the compact part of the BMS group.
Now, let us consider the analogous situation for the horizon. First, we need to dene
an asymptotic form of the metric in this setting. Given a stationary black hole metric with
a Killing horizon, we may introduce coordinates (v; r; xI) such that the horizon is at r = 0
and the metric takes the form [26,27]
ds2 = L(x)2
h
  rnF (r; x)dv2 + 2dvdr
i
+ IJ(r; x)

dxI   rhI(r; x)dv

dxJ   rhJ(r; x)dv

(2.5)
with F (r = 0; x) = 1 and IJ(0; x) = !IJ ; where, here, !IJ is the metric corresponding to
some compact space. Moreover, we have that
lim
r!0
hI = ~hI(x): (2.6)
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In the vv component above, the integer power
n =
8><>:1 subextremal horizon2 extremal horizon : (2.7)
We repeat the asymptotic symmetry analysis as before. That is, we look for dieomor-
phism generators , under which the form of the metric is preserved. Under a dieomor-
phism generator , the variation of the metric
gab = (Lg)ab = c@cgab + gca@bc + gcb@ac: (2.8)
Assuming that the metric functions admit a Taylor expansion, at least for the rst couple
of terms,
F = 1 + r F (1)(x) +O(r2); hI = ~hI(x) + r h(1)I(x) +O(r2);
IJ = !IJ + r 
(1)
IJ (x) +O(r2); (2.9)
we impose that
grr = 0; grI = 0; grv = 0;
gvv = O(rn+1); gvI = O(r2); gIJ = O(r): (2.10)
The above boundary conditions that we impose on the variation of the metric under the
asymptotic symmetry generator ensure that L(x); ~hI and !IJ remain unchanged under the
transformation. For the extremal case (n = 2), this would imply that the near-horizon
geometry [27] remains invariant under the action of the asymptotic symmetry group, as one
would expect.
It is simple to nd that the conditions on the rst line of (2.10) imply that the asymptotic
symmetry generators must be of the form
v = v(v; x); (2.11)
I = ^I(v; x)  L2@Jv
Z
dr IJ ; (2.12)
r = ^r(v; x)  @vv r  
Z
dr

2   @ logL+ rhI@Iv

; (2.13)
where IJ is the inverse of IJ
IKKJ = 
I
J (2.14)
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and, for brevity, we use the notation   @  I@I . Expanding equations (2.12) and (2.13)
as power series in r gives
I = ^I   r L2!IJ@Jv +O(r2); (2.15)
r = ^r   r

@v
v + 2 ^  @ logL

+
r2
2

L2!IJ@I
v@J logL  ~h  @v

+O(r3); (2.16)
where !IJ is the inverse of !IJ and, therefore, r-independent.
In order to make progress with the other conditions in (2.10), we need to distinguish
between n = 1 and n = 2. We start by analysing the n = 2 case, which corresponds to the
geometry in the vicinity of an extremal horizon.
n=2: Extremal case
Expanding gvv = O(r3) (Eqvv) in powers of r, the only r-independent term is
@v ^
r:
Thus,
^r = ^r(x): (2.17)
Using the above result, the r-independent terms in gvI = O(r2) (EqvI) imply that
^I = I(x) + I(x) v; (2.18)
where
I = ~hI ^r   L2!IJ@J ^r: (2.19)
Moreover, constraint gIJ = O(r) (EqIJ) implies that I is a Killing vector eld on the
background dened by the metric !IJ
L!IJ = 0 (2.20)
and that
L!IJ + ^r(1)IJ = 0: (2.21)
Next, using the above results, the linear in r terms in Eqvv give
v = f(x) + g(x)v + h(x)v2; (2.22)
where
h =  1
2
n
^r + ~h  @^r + 2^r~h  @ logL  L 2^r!IJ~hI~hJ   2L2!IJ@I logL@J ^r
o
; (2.23)
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Note that as with I , h depends linearly on ^r.
Finally, the quadratic in r terms in Eqvv and the linear terms in EqvI give two equations
each, which further constrain ^r, I and g. These equations are not very illuminating.
However, for completeness, we write them down here. Eqvv gives
  @ logL+ ~h  @h+ 2L2!IJ@I logL@Jh = 0; (2.24)
3L2F (1)^r + 2
(1)
IJ
~hIJ + 2!IJh
(1)IJ   L2~h  @g   2L4!IJ@I logL@Jg   2L2  @ logL = 0;
(2.25)
while EqvI gives
4L2@Ih+   @(!IJ~hJ) + 2L2@I(  @ logL) + !JK~hJ@IK   2!IJ~hJ  @ logL = 0; (2.26)
2^r


(1)
IJ
~hJ + !IJh
(1)J

  (1)IJ J + 2L2@Ig
+  @(!IJ~hJ) + 2L2@I(  @ logL) + !JK~hJ@IK   2!IJ~hJ  @ logL = 0: (2.27)
In summary, we have
 =

f(x) + g(x)v + h(x)v2

@v + 
I@I
+

^r(x)  (g + 2hv) r  
Z
dr

2   @ logL+ rhI@I(f + gv + hv2)

@r; (2.28)
where
I = I(x) + I(x)v   L2@J(f + gv + hv2)
Z
dr IJ : (2.29)
The x-dependent function f is arbitrary, while I and h depend linearly on ^r (see equations
(2.19) and (2.23)). ^r itself is constrained by the fact that I is a Killing vector eld (2.20)
and equations (2.24) and (2.26). Moreover, ^r, g and I satisfy equations (2.25) and (2.27).
In order to make the expressions more clear, we can consistently set the constrained
functions
^r = g = I = 0: (2.30)
This leaves us with one unconstrained function f(x) and the expression for  simplies to
give
 = f @v + 
I@I  
Z
dr

2   @ logL+ rhI@If

@r (2.31)
with
I =  L2 @Jf
Z
dr IJ : (2.32)
We may then identify f(x) as a supertranslation generator at the horizon.
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n=1: Subextremal case
In this case, crucially, we have two r-independent terms in Eqvv, which give
2@v ^
r + ^r = 0: (2.33)
Hence,
^r = (x) ev=2: (2.34)
Using the above result, the r-independent terms in EqvI imply that
^I = Y I(x) + 2 ev=2

~hI   L2!IJ@J

: (2.35)
EqIJ then implies that Y
I is a Killing vector eld on the compact space with metric !IJ
LY !IJ = 0 (2.36)
and that
 
(1)
IJ + 2LX!IJ = 0; (2.37)
where
XI = ~hI   L2!IJ@J: (2.38)
Now, using the above results, the linear terms in Eqvv give that
v = f(x)e v=2 + g(x) + h(x)ev=2; (2.39)
where
h =  2
n
F (1)   ~h  @ + 2  ~h  @ logL+ L 2!IJ~hI~hJ   2L2!IJ@I logL@J
o
: (2.40)
Finally, the linear terms in EqvI give two further equations
L2@Ig + Y  @(!IJ~hJ) + 2L2@I(Y  @ logL) + !JK~hJ@IY K
 2!IJ~hJY  @ logL+ 2L2@I(Y  logL) = 0; (2.41)
3L2@Ih+ 4


(1)
IJ
~hJ + !IJh
(1)J

  2(1)IJ XJ + 4X  @(!IJ~hJ)
+8L2@I(X  @ logL) + 4!JK~hJ@IXK   8!IJ~hJX  @ logL = 0: (2.42)
Note that the rst equation above involves only g and Y I . On the other hand, using
equations (2.38) and (2.40), the second equation involves only .
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In summary, we have
v = f(x)e v=2 + g(x) + h(x)ev=2; (2.43)
I = Y I(x) + 2 ev=2

~hI   L2!IJ@J

  L2@Jv
Z
dr IJ ; (2.44)
r = (x) ev=2 +
1
2

f(x)e v=2   h(x)ev=2

r  
Z
dr

2   @ logL+ rhI@Iv

; (2.45)
where f(x) is an arbitrary function, h is a function of , as given in equation (2.40), which
is in turn constrained by equations (2.37) and (2.42). Moreover, Y I is a Killing vector eld
and with g satises equation (2.41).
As before, the asymptotic symmetry generator simplies signicantly if we choose
 = g = Y I = 0; (2.46)
which is consistent with the equations above. In this case,
 = e v=2

f @v + 
I@I +

1
2
f  
Z
dr

2   @ logL+ rhI@If

@r

(2.47)
with
I =  L2 @Jf
Z
dr IJ : (2.48)
As before, we identify function f as a supertranslation generator at the horizon.
3 Surface gravity
We have found rather novel symmetries at play at the horizon of both extremal and subex-
tremal horizons. Generically, these involve Killing vectors of the compact space with metric
!IJ ; which describes the geometry of the horizon and, importantly, supertranslations. In
this section we deal with the striking v-dependence of the asymptotic symmetry generators
in the two dierent cases. For extremal horizons,  has polynomial dependence on the
coordinate v. However, for subextremal horizons, the v-dependence becomes exponential.
This feature is reminiscent of the redshift at subextremal horizons given by
ev; (3.1)
where  is the surface gravity. Of course, for extremal horizons  = 0 and, therefore, an
external observer does not experience a redshift eect. In the following, we try to make this
relation a bit more precise.
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Recall that the surface gravity  associated with a Killing horizonH generated by Killing
vector k is given by
d(k2)jH =  2 k[jH: (3.2)
However, there is an ambiguity in the denition above: if k generates the Killing horizon,
then so does c k for c a constant. Since in the equation above the left hand side is quadratic
in k, while the right hand side is linear, this ambiguity can be used to set  = 1 for any
bifurcate horizon. For asymptotically at spaces, this ambiguity is removed by requiring
that k be normalised such that k2 !  1 as one approaches future null innity.
Here, in dening the asymptotic symmetry group, we are using Gaussian null coordi-
nates dened in the neighbourhood of the horizon. Thus, in choosing the aforementioned
coordinates and writing the metric in the form (2.5), we have exorcised regions of the space
away from the horizon. Of course, this has the advantage that our analysis applies to any
horizon, even if the original black hole is not asymptotically at. However, it means that
we cannot use the above method to remove the ambiguity in the denition of the surface
gravity.
Nevertheless, we proceed by dening the surface gravity associated with the horizon,
written in Gaussian null coordinates to be that given by equation (3.2) with
k = @v: (3.3)
The reason for this denition is simply that any other normalisation of k would be arbitrary.
In other words, we choose to remove the ambiguity using the very choice of Gaussian null
coordinates, which distinguishes v; as opposed to any other constant multiple of it.
Using the fact that
k2 =  L2rnF; k[ = L2(dr   rnF dv) (3.4)
and the fact that in these coordinates the horizon H = fr = 0g, equation (3.2) gives that
 =
8><>:
1
2 n = 1
0 n = 2
: (3.5)
As expected the surface gravity vanishes for extremal horizons. It may be argued that there
is no signicance in dening a surface gravity if it is going to be the same for all subextremal
horizons. However, as emphasised before, rather to the contrary, the signicance of the
surface gravity as dened above is tied to the denition of the Gaussian null coordinates
in the vicinity of the horizon. In other words, a distinguishing feature of Gaussian null
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coordinates may be thought of as those coordinates in which the surface gravity associated
with a subextremal horizon is  = 1=2: In conclusion, we identify the exponential factors
ev=2 that appear in the asymptotic symmetry generators for subextremal horizons, see
equations (2.43){(2.45), as redshift factors
ev: (3.6)
4 Example: spherically symmetric case
In section 2, we have dened an asymptotic symmetry group associated for any Killing
horizon. However, it is important to note that given how we have dened the generators,
there will be a unique symmetry group associated with any class of solutions depending on
the choice of
L; ~hI ; !IJ :
As an example we take the simple case where we have spherical symmetry. Thus, we
choose
~hJ = 0; IJ = (r)!IJ ; (4.1)
where now !IJ is the metric on the round 2-sphere and
(r) = 1 + (1)r +O(r2): (4.2)
Moreover, we choose L to be constant.
This class of horizons includes the Schwarzschild and (extreme) Reissner-Nordstrom
horizons.
As before we consider each case separately. In this section, for brevity, we unambiguously
raise and lower I; J; : : : indices using !IJ and its inverse.
n=2: Extremal case
Equations (2.17), (2.18) and (2.19) give that
^r = ^r(x); ^I = I(x) + I(x) v; (4.3)
where
I =  L2!IJ@J ^r: (4.4)
Moreover, equation (2.20) implies that
rIrJ ^r = 0; (4.5)
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where, as before, rI denotes a covariant derivative associated with the round 2-sphere
metric. Imposing regular boundary conditions, this implies that
^r = const. (4.6)
and so I = 0: Now, equation (2.25) implies that
^r = 0: (4.7)
Then, equations (2.22) and (2.23) imply that
v = f(x) + g(x)v; (4.8)
Equations (2.24) and (2.26) become trivial, while equation (2.27) gives that g = c; a con-
stant. Finally, equation (2.21) reduces to the fact that I  Y I ; a Killing vector eld on
the round 2-sphere.
In summary,
 =
 
f(x) + c v

@v +

Y I(x)  L2!IJ@Jf
Z
dr (r) 1

@I  

c r + @If
Z
dr rhI

@r:
(4.9)
Thus, the asymptotic symmetry group is generated by a constant c, an arbitrary function
f(x); the supertranslations and the three Killing vectors Y I on the round 2-sphere, which
generate SO(3):
n=1: Subextremal case
From equations (2.34), (2.35), we read o
^r = (x) ev=2; ^I = Y I(x)  2 ev=2L2!IJ@J: (4.10)
Equation (2.37) reduces to
rIrJ = 
(1)
4L2
: (4.11)
Thus,  is a spherical harmonic. Imposing regular boundary conditions would imply that
(1)=L2 =  2`(`+ 1) (4.12)
for non-negative integer `: Since, the left hand side is generic, the above equation cannot
be satised for a generic space in this class. Therefore, in order not to contradict the
assumption that the space given by !IJ is compact, we must conclude that
 = 0: (4.13)
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Now, equations (2.39) and (2.40) reduce to
v = f(x)e v=2 + g(x): (4.14)
Equations (2.37) and (2.42) become trivial, while equation (2.41) implies that g = c; a
constant. Moreover, from equation (2.36), we have that Y I is a Killing vector eld on the
round 2-sphere.
In summary,
 = c @v + Y
I(x)@I
+e v

f(x) @v  

L2!IJ@Jf
Z
dr (r) 1

@I +

1
2
f r   @If
Z
dr rhI

@r

: (4.15)
As before, for the extremal case, the asymptotic symmetry group is generated by a constant
c, an arbitrary function f(x); the supertranslations and the three Killing vectors Y I on the
round 2-sphere. However, as emphasised before, there is a signicant dierence in the v-
dependence of the generators. As was discussed in section 3, this is related to the fact
that observers experience a gravitational redshift eect for subextremal horizons, whereas
extremal horizons admit no such property.
5 Discussions
We have determined the asymptotic symmetry group of Killing horizons in four dimensions.
We take as the background space, about which the symmetry analysis is performed, the
space given by the leading order terms in the metric in Gaussian null coordinates near the
horizon. This is analogous to the asymptotically at case, where Bondi coordinates are
chosen and the background about which the asymptotic symmetry analysis is performed is
at Minkowski space. As is the case with the asymptotic symmetry group there, the BMS
group, here also, we have supertranslations along the horizon.
An important step in terms of the physical understanding of the asymptotic symmetry
generators we nd here and the relation to the quantum theory is a Hamiltonian analysis
of the symmetry group and the corresponding charges (see e.g. [32{34]). We hope to return
to this issue in the near future.
Another interesting question that arises and would be naturally related to the Hamilto-
nian analysis discussed above is the relation of the asymptotic symmetry group for extremal
horizons and the Aretakis charges [35]. Is it clear from the structure of the corresponding
symmetry groups why Aretakis charges should exist for extremal, and not for subextremal,
14
horizons? Even for the case of Newman-Penrose charges [36] at future null innity, it is
known that their existence is not inextricably linked to the existence of BMS symmetry [37].
Therefore, the relation between the asymptotic symmetry charges found here and the Are-
takis charges are not expected to be direct.
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